As the space start-up community continues to grow internationally, and the investment/finance community becomes more involved, SWF is working with partners to organize the “Space Investing & Responsible Behavior” workshop series. In a growing and diversifying community of space-interested investors, this discussion seeks to raise awareness of the importance of responsible operations practices in light of the unique challenges to the sustainability of the space domain. This workshop at GSTC will examine the context through which the investor community can work with industry to encourage and implement responsible space operations practices.

0830  Registration
0900  Welcome and Overview

*Workshop Overview, Introduction, and Objectives*
Ian Christensen, Secure World Foundation
Joerg Kreisel, CEO, JKIC

0915  Discussion 1: Key Trends in the Space Domain

Speaker 1: Luigi Scatteia, Partner and Space Practice Group Lead, PWC
Speaker 2: Bidushi Bhattacharya, CEO, Astropeneurs Hub & Advisor GEN Space
Speaker 3: Pavlo Tanasyuk, CEO, Spacebit
Speaker 4: Chris Blackerby, COO, Astroscale

1000  Keynote: OneWeb: Responsible Space Initiative
Earl Han, Engineer, OneWeb

10:30  Break

1100  Discussion 2: Responsible and Sustainable Space Investment

Speaker 1: Kenji Fuma, CEO, Neural Inc.
Speaker 2: Lisa Enckell, Partner, Antler
Speaker 3: Tytus Michalski, Managing Partner, Fresco Capital
Speaker 4: (to be confirmed)

Moderator – Joerg Kreisel, JKIC